and not of the pure exponential form, N(t) = ND exp( -t/T), which is usually assumed.
Introduction
In a variety of biophysical experiments one observes the decay of a population of membrane proteins due to their capture by some system of traps. The-membrane proteins diffuse laterally in the cell membrane, and the traps are in random, but fixed positions in the 'membrane. An important example is the lateral diffusion of recep tors in the membrane of basophils or mast cells, and their capture by coated pits.
These experiments are usually interpreted under the assumption that the total number N(t) of uncaptured proteins at time t will decay with a pure exponential N(t) =N, exp(-f/T),
provided we look at the long-time behavior of the capture process. Here, 7 is a constant with the dimension of time, which is essentially equal to the mean lifetime of a membrane protein. In this paper we analyze a simple model in which the traps are in fixed but completely random positions. We shall show that the long-time decay of the protein population is not of the pure exponential form (eq. l), but rather of the fractional exponential form N(t) =N, exp{ -(t/~)"l}.
Before turning to the details of the calculation in section 2, we should point out that fractional exponential relaxation of the form given by eq. 2, but with various powers between 0 and 1, is found experimentally in a great variety of complex systems. These include mechanical relaxation, dielectric relaxation, relaxation of ionic conductivity, spin-lattice relaxation, luminescence relaxation and various relaxation processes in electronic hopping, magnetic systems and in systems consisting of entangled polymers. For an overview of both the experimental and theoretical work in this field the reader is referred to the proceedings of a recent conference [l] . At the time of writing there is no consensus as to why the fractional exponential form of relaxation is so universal that it ap-pears in physical systems of the most diverse nature, although one of us has speculated that it simply reflects a universal property of the heat bath [2] . The present two-dimensional model for membrane protein capture by randomly distributed coated pits has the advantage that the physical origin of this 'anomalous' behavior can be shown quite clearly and that the theory can be developed analytically in considerable detail.
Some physical considerations
Consider a cell membrane of area A in which M coated pits or traps of some type are placed in fixed but random positions, i.e., each coated pit can be located anywhere on A with a surface probability density l/A. Each coated pit is modeled as a perfectly absorbing circular region of radius a. At t = 0 one distributes NO receptors (or membrane proteins of some type) unifcrmly throughout A; they diffuse laterally in the membrane and become absorbed instantaneously when they touch any coated pit. The desired quantity is then an expression for the long-time decay of the number M(t) of free proteins at time t.
In order to grasp the basic physics of this relaxation process, one should note an essential difference between these coated pits and those that are placed in regular positions: The former tend to cluster in patches in which their number density is somewhat higher than the average
A moreover, in between these patches one finds isolated regions ('holes') in which there are no coated pits at all ( fig. 1 ). So, one can visualize the system of random coated pits as a more or less uniform background with density (eq. 3), in which one finds, in various locations, holes of various shape and size. The probability of finding a hole of area IY can be calculated if one notes that the positions of the coated pits are statistically independent. Hence, the probability that the first coated pit is located outside the area 01 equals (1 -a/A), and the probability that this holds for all traps is simply the M-th power of this expression. Furthermore, we shall assume that the shape of the larger holes is circular, with a = 7rs2, so the probability that we find a circular area devoid of traps with at least one of the M traps in a neighbourhood ds of the circumference, and the other M-1 traps outside is (probability) = constant x M(27rs ds/Aj
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After taking the thermodynamic limit (M + 00, A + co, m = M/A constant), the total number H(s) ds of holes with radius between s and s+ds becomes H(s) = 2rmsH, exp( -rms2).
Hence H,,, which equals the total number of holes in the system, will be proportional to, the total area of the system. It is the only adjustable parameter in the present theory.
Decay of protein population from a single hole
Now consider a circular hole of radius S, surrounded by a more or less uniform distribution of coated pits with a surface density m, and follow only those proteins which at t = 0 are situated inside this hole. At t = 0 this population has a concentration (number per unit area) which is equal to c0 inside the hole and zero outside it. In this section we calculate the decay of this population asymptotically for t + 00.
Let the protein concentration for t > 0 be denoted by c(r, t) where one uses polar coordinates around the center of the hole. If the lateral diffusion of the proteins in the membrane is described by a single constant D, this function is the solution of the equations * 
where d,, is a constant. The protein population N(s, t) will decay according to N(s,t).= rrs2c, exp( -h,t),
for long times. We now proceed to calculate the lowest eigenvalue h,(s), which sets the scale for this relaxation process, There are various ways to proceed from here. First, one should note that the membrane proteins in small holes are captured very rapidly. Hence, the longtime behavior of the relaxation function is determined by the decay rate from the large holes. For these large holes ho/D will be of order sP2 and, hence, small as compared to 2vm. In this case one can replace the quantity /_ by G on the right-hand sides of eqs. lla and llb. Taking the ratio one finds J,(t) _ sG GM=) m= &&o=) ' (12) where 03)
The left-hand side of eq. 12 increases monotonically from 0 to oo for 0 < E ~j~,~, where jO,* = 2.4048 is the first zero of J,(t). Hence, for
the solution of eq. 12 will be very close to .$ = jO,*, or
05)
Combination of eqs. 8 and 15 gives the asymptotic form of the decay law for the population from. one large hole of radius s N(s,t) = dco exp -j&T
which will be used in section 4 to determine the decay law of the total membrane protein population.
Fractional exponential decay of the total population
The total population of uncaptured membrane proteins at time f is @en by the expression N(t) =i-N(s, r)H(s) ds.
07)
Substitution of eqs. 5 and 16 gives, for the longtime behavior,
where s0 denotes a lower cut-off on the size of holes, ,wbich is of order rnm1i2. It is straightforward to use the saddlepoint method to show that for long times the main contribution to the integral comes from the vicinity of the maximizing s, which grows with time proportional to z'/~. Hence, the lower integration limit in eq., 18 may be put at s0 = 0. In this case the int&ral happens to be given exactly by 
Of course, the prefactor t3'4 is meaningless as compared to the exponential factor.
Conchding remarks
We have demonstrated a fractional exponential decay of the total membrane protein population, due to capture by coated pits (eqs. 19 and 20). From the derivation of this result it should be clear that one expects the fractional exponential relaxation to appear in all cases in which the positions of the coated pits are sufficiently random to allow the occurrence of large empty regions.
Ideas which differ from those in the present paper have been used by Ovchinnikov and Zeldovich [6] to study bimolecular reaction kinetics in three dimensions. The two-dimensional system studied here obeys a different decay law than the analogous three-dimensional system of random traps [7] .
It should be noted here that Torney (personal communication) has performed a numerical simulation of the two-dimensional system which forms the subject of this paper. His results seem to confirm a decay law of the form given by eq. 19.
We would finally like to point out that eq. 19 has the form of a fractional exponential of the type studied by various authors (a review of the theoretical work can be found in ref. 8 ). For the model studied here the physical origin of this decay law was quite easy to understand; whether equally simple mechanisms are relevant in other cases remains to be shown.
